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Abstract 
In some multivariate time-series models a matrix power series is involved. These models can be identified as rational 
models if these series correspond to a matrix rational function. Moreover, it is necessary to answer some questions 
about minimal@ and uniqueness of representation. The main results of this paper fall within the sphere of matrix Pad& 
approximation. On the basis of formal power series, matrix rational functions of arbitrary dimensions are characterized. 
Furthermore, we study certain minimal@ types, that are, global minimum degrees and row minimum degrees. In addition, 
given that the rational representation of the function for the same pair of degrees need not be unique, we have obtained 
conditions to study the uniqueness of said representation and, also, to find a “canonical” unique representation. Moreover, 
we consider an application to special series which is associated with time-series models; such series leads to new theoretical 
results relating to matrix Pad& approximation. Finally, we comment on some illustrative examples. @ 1998 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Matrix Pad& approximation; Rationality; Mininum degrees; Uniqueness; Multivariate time-series models; 
Linear systems 
1. Introduction 
This paper is connected with [7]. Taking as our starting point the main results of such paper, we 
add other new ones on the basis of new definitions. The main results of the work fall within the 
sphere of matrix Pad& approximation (MPA) [2, 9-l 11. In this field, there is not much of a contri- 
bution about the problems and the special features of the area (convergence, stability, approximation 
error, etc.) because our aim is different. We are interested in multivariate time series, specifically at 
the model specification stage. It can be noted that the characterizations are proved with basic tools 
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Table 1 
Table I ofF(z) 
0 I 2 3 4 5 
0 0 0 
I 2 I 
2 4 3 
3 6 5 
4 8 7 
5 IO 9 
0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 
2 I 0 0 
4 2 I 0 
6 4 2 I 
8 6 4 2 
Table 2 
Table 2 of F(z) 
0 I 2 
0 I I 0 
I I 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 
from linear algebra. However, from different fields, other authors [2, 81 have tried to obtain them, 
but they have found only necessary conditions. There was a missing link. In the scalar case, the C 
Table [l] is an important tool that characterizes rationality and gives the pair of minimum degrees 
(m.d.) of the unique irreducible rational representation. In the matrix case, the C Table [2] does not 
provide necessary and sufficient conditions to study rationality, minimality and uniqueness. For this 
reason we have looked for such conditions. The key has been to study the existence and uniqueness 
of both left and right approximants on the basis of the rank of certain Hankel matrices. 
Our main results can be illustrated by means of tables; so that, the procedure will be easily 
interpretable for applications. In our opinion, this is one of the highlights of this paper. 
The values of the boxes of these tables are obtained by calculating the rank of certain matrices 
which we construct on the basis of the coefficients of a power series. The special structure of our 
Table 1 characterizes the rationality of the function and shows possible degrees of polynomials 
that represent it. In some cases this table also provides sufficient information to be certain that 
some degrees are minimal. Table 2, which takes as its starting point the fact that the function is 
rational, studies possible pairs of m.d. for the function. The construction of Table 2 is, in some cases, 
subsequent to that of Table 1; nonetheless, as we shall see, each can be used relatively independently 
of the other, depending on the specific objective of the study. In addition, Table 2(‘) studies row 
m.d. 
Unlike for the scalar case, for some pairs of m.d. there may be various different pairs of polyno- 
mials which represent the function in a rational form. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the uniqueness of the representation of the function, given a pair of degrees. In addition, if certain 
representation of the function is not unique, we define a “canonical” unique representation. 
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Table 2”’ of F(z) Table 2”’ of F(z) Table 213’ of F(z) 
To sum up, Section 2 introduces MPA and the main concepts that we will study. Section 3 sets 
out a number of results related to MPA which can be found in [7] and which are basic in the 
following sections. In Section 4 we introduce staired blocks, which will enable us to illustrate in 
Section 5 most of the results using the tables referred to above. In Section 6 we consider a special 
series which is connected to time-series models. Such series leads to new theoretical results taking 
into account MPA. In the appendix we comment on some illustrative examples. 
2. Introduction to matrix Pad6 approximation 
Let F(z) be a formal power series, with matrix coefficients as follows: 
F(z) = 2 CkZk, ck E cm’“, z E c, (1) 
of all complex m x n matrices. Suppose that there exist matrix polynomials: 
k=O 
where CmX” is the set 
&(z) = &- biZi, 
i=O 
A,(Z) = 2 UjZ', 
j=O 
bi E Cm’“, N(z) = 5 n;zi, ni E C”“” for i=O,l,..., h, 
i=O 
aj E C”‘“, D,(z) = 2 4zj, 4 E cmxm for j=O,l,..., g, 
j=O 
where a0 =I,,,, do = I,,,,,, F(z) - &(z)Ag’(z) = O(Z*+~+’ ) and F(z) - D;‘(z)Z$(z) = O(zkf"+' ), 
&(z)A;‘(z) is therefore said to be a right MPA which is denoted R[h/g]F(z); similarly, ~;‘(z)Nj(z) 
is said to be a left MPA, which is denoted L[h/g]F(z). We shall use {L[h/g]F(z)} ({R[h/g]F(z)}) to 
denote the set of all possible approximants L[h/g]F(z)(R[h/g]F(z)). 
As a consequence of the definition we can say that 
?? R[h/g]F(z) exists, i.e., {R[h/g]&z)} # 0, if and only if, the following system has a solution: 
Ck--U+kag +Ck-_y+k+l+l 
+... +Ck+k__lal=-C/,+k, k=1,2 ,..., g. RS(h> g) 
?? L[h/g]F(z) exists, i.e., {L[h/g]~(z)} # 8, if and only if the following system can be solved: 
‘+k--g+k + 4-l Ck--g+k+l 
+... +d,C/,+k-,=-C/,+k, k=l,Z,...,g. Wh, g) 
In both cases it is assumed that ci = 0, i < 0. 
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Note that the MPA do not necessarily have to exist. Moreover, unlike the scalar case, if one of 
them does exist it is not necessarily unique [2]. 
2.1. Types of uniqueness 
We will address this aspect due to the need to distinguish between three types of uniqueness in 
the matrix case - which is unnecessary in the scalar case. 
Definitions are given only for the left approximant, bearing in mind that the right ones can be 
found analogously. 
Definition 1’ (Pestano and Gonzblez [7]). (a) L[h/g]F(z) is said to be unique when {L[h/g]F(z)} 
has a single element. 
(b) The representation of “[h/g] ( ) F z is said to be unique when the system LS(h,g) has one single 
solution; hence, the pair of polynomials representing L[h/g]F(z) is unique. 
(c) F(z) is said to have a unique left representation for (h,g) when there exists a single pair of 
polynomials I&(z) and C$(z), of degrees bounded by h and g, respectively, verifying C?,(O) =I and 
F(z) = F,_‘(Z)Hh(Z). 
Note that, the uniqueness of the representation of L[h/g]F(z) implies the uniqueness of the ap- 
proximant L[h/g]F(z), and, if this were L[h/g]F(z) -F(z), it would imply also the uniqueness of the 
left representation of F(z) for degrees (h,g). 
Theorem 1 (Pestano [6], Xu [9] and Xu and Bultheel [lo]). Supposing that L[q/p]F(z) exists, the 
set {L[dpl&)~ h as one single element tf and only tf the set {R[q/p]F(z)} is not empty. In this 
case, {Rh/pl&)) h as one single element which coincides with L[q/p]F(z). Similarly, with the 
approximant of the other side. 
If there is no need to distinguish between the left and right A4PA because they are identical, 
we will use [h/g]r(z) to denote the MPA of degrees (h,g) to F(z) and {[h/g]r(z)} to the set of 
all possible approximants [h/g]r(z). 
2.2. Mnimality 
Various types of minimality related to the degrees of the polynomials that intervene in a rational 
function have been defined in the literature. These definitions have arisen from a variety of contexts, 
although they are related. Specifically, in the context of VARMA models for time series, it is useful 
to have some types of minimal models. 
Firstly, taking as our starting point the idea of having a type of joint minimal&y for the two 
polynomials that intervene in the rational function, the concept of m.d. in this work can be defined 
as follows. 
Definition 2 (Pestano and Gonzdlez [7]). We consider that the degrees p and q of the matrix poly- 
nomials Ar(z) and B4(z), such that F(z) = A;‘(z)B,(z) and Ap(0) = I, are minimum to the left, if 
* Example Al (in the appendix) illustrates, among others things of this paper, the types of uniqueness. 
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for any others two matrix polynomials D,(z) and Nj(z) of degrees g and h, respectively, verifying: 
Q(O) = I and A;‘(z)B,(z) = D;‘(z)Nh(z), it follows that: h <q implies g > p and g < p implies h >q. 
This idea of minimal&y, although it underlies several other works on VARMA models [3, 41, has 
been addressed from the global perspective by Pestano [6] in the context of matrix rational functions 
applied to VARMA models. 
Secondly, Tiao and Tsay [8] introduce the concept of “scalar component models” (SCM) for 
VARMA models. Thus, taking as our starting point this idea, the concept of row m.d. can be 
defined as follows: 
Definition 3. Given i E{ 1,. . . ,m}, we say that the degrees p(j) and q(j) of row i of the polynomials 
A,(z) and &(z), respectively, where F(z) = A;‘(z)$(z) and A,(O) = I, are row minimum to the left, 
if for any two matrix polynomials Q(z) and N$(z) with degrees g@) and h(‘) in row i, respectively, 
verifying: Q(O) = I and A;‘(z)B,(z) = e;‘(z)N$(z), it follows that: h(‘) < qci) implies gci) > pti) and 
g(i) < p(i) implies h(i) >qW 
In the same way we can define m.d. to the right and row m.d. to the right. However, when we 
speak of minimum we are referring at all times to minimums to the left. 
3. Some previous results [7j 
Of course, a procedure to know whether a matrix function is rational can consist in the construction 
of the mn scalar C Tables [l] corresponding to each of the elements of the matrix F(z). The function 
is rational if and only if all the tables have an infinite square block of zeros. This procedure is less 
efficient than the one which stems from Theorem 2 below. We first define the following block 
Hankel matrices associated to the linear equations systems LS(i,j) and RS(i,j). 
Definition 4. For integers i and j, i > 0 and j >O, let 
Ml(i,j) = (Ci_j+h+k_l)L,k,l, M2(i,j) = (ci_j+h+k-l)LI:f_: and M3(i,j)= (ci-~+h+k-l)~,‘j~. 
By convention, if j = 0 the rank of these matrices is zero for any i EN. 
Proposition 1. [i/jlF(z), [i + l/j]F(z) and [i/j + l]F(z) exist and are identical if and only if 
rank(Ml(i,j)) = rank(Ml(i + 1,j + 1)). 
Proof. “j”: If [i/jlF(z) exists, then rank(Ml(i,j)) = rank(M2(i,j)). Furthermore, since [i/&(z) = 
[i + l/j]F(z), any solution bj, bj_1,. . . , bl of 
bjci-j+h + bj-lCi-j+h+l + . . . + blCi+h-l = -Ci+h, h= 1,2 ,..., j, 
also verifies the equation bjci+I + * * . + blci+j = -ci+j+l . Hence, rank(M2(i,j))=rank(Ml(i+ l,j+ 1)) 
and thus rank(Ml(i,j)) = rank(Mll(i + 1,j + 1)). 
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“+“: Since rank(Ml(i,j))=rank(Ml(i+ l,j+ l)), rank(M2(i,j))=rank(Ml(i+ 1,j-t I)), implies 
that L[i/j]F(z) exists such that F(z) - L[i/j]F(z) = O(Z’+~+~), so that L[i/j]F(z) E {“[i + l/&(z)}. 
Since rank(Ml(i,j)) = rank(Ml(i + 1,j + l)), rank(M3(i,j)) = rank(Ml(i + 1,j + 1)) implies 
that R[i/j]F(z) exists such that F(z) - R[i/j]F(z) = O(Z’+~+~), so that R[i/j]F(z) E {“[i + l/jlF(z)}. 
Hence [i + l/jlF(z) is unique and identical to [i/jlF(z). Note that, if [i/j]r(z) G [i + l/jlF(z) then 
F(z) - [i/Adz) = O(z i+j+2); thus, [i/Jr(z) E {[i/j + llF(z)}. Due to the fact that {[i/j + llF(z)} has 
only one element we have [i/j]r(z) E [i/j + l]r(z). ??
We will now give the necessary and sufficient conditions so that a power series with matrix 
coefficients can be represented rationally. 
Theorem 2. Let F(z) be a matrix function of the form (1). F( z is rational if and only if there ) 
exist r and s E N, such that L[h/g]F(z) 3 R[h/g]r(z) E F(z) for any h 2s and g 2 r. 
Proof. “e”: Trivial. 
“*“I If F(Z) = (hj(Z))ij is rational then fli(z) = aij(z)/bij(z) (i = 1,. . . ,m; j = 1,. . . ,n) where 
aij(z) and b,(z) are scalar polynomials with bij(O) # 0. If b(z) is the least common multiple of 
{b,(z); i = 1,. . . , WI; j = 1,. . . ,n} and qij(z) = aq(z)b(z)/bij(z) (i = 1,. . . ,m; j = 1,. . . ,n) then 
fj(z) = qij(z)/b(z) with b(0) # 0. Hence, any rational function F(z) can be written as P-‘(z)Q(z), 
with P(z)=b(z)l,xm and Q(z)=(qij(z))ij (i=l,. . .,m; j=l,. . ., n), or as U(z) V-‘(z) with U(z)=Q(z) 
and V(z) = b(z)L,,. 
Supposing that the degree of P(z) is Y and that of Q(z) is s, we have that P-‘(O)Q(z) and 
P-‘(O)P(z) are two polynomials that lead to an element of {“[s/~]F(z)}, and U(z)V-‘(0) and 
V(z)V-‘(0) are two polynomials that lead to an element of {R[~/~]F(~)}. 
Thus LMMz) and RWd F z ( 1 exist (and hence are identical and unique) for any h > s and g > r, 
given that L[s/~]F(z) and R[~/r]F(~) exist. In this way, we can conclude that [h/g]F(z) =F(z) for 
any has and g>r. 0 
Corollary 1. F( z ) is rational if and only if there exist s and r EN, such that 
rank(Ml(i,j)) = rank(Ml(i + k,j + k)) for any k EN, i>s and jar. 
Under these conditions it is assured that F(z) E [s/r]r(z); h owever, it is possible that s and r are 
not minimum orders. The following theorem has arisen to study such situations. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that F(z) E [s/r]r(z). F(z) is identical to one of the approximants of 
{L[i/j]F(z)}, i <s and j < r, if and only if rank(M4,,(i,j)) = rank(M$,(i,j)) with 
Md,,(i,j) = (Ci_j+h+k_~)~:~Y~-’ and MS,,(i,j) = (Ci-j+h+k-1 )Jh%Y--I. 
Proof. As a consequence of Theorem 2, the system 
drcs-r+h +d,-lcs_-r+h+l +..a+dl~,+h--l =-cs+h, h= l,&...,r (2) 
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has as its solution all the possible coefficients for the denominator polynomial of L[s/r]F(z). We 
know this approximant to be unique because R[s/r]F(z) also exists, and coincides with F(z). The 
function F(z) can be represented exactly through an inverted polynomial of degree j multiplied by 
another polynominal of degree i if and only if the infinite system of equations: 
djCi-j+h + dj-1c1-j+h+l + ... +dlCi+h-1 =-Ci+h, h= 1,2,3,... (3) 
has a solution. Bearing in mind the above and also that, if i <s and j <r, any solution of (3) is a 
solution of (2), we conclude that: there exists another form of representing F(z) as an element of 
{L[i/j]F(z)} with i <s and j<r, if and only if the system djCi_j+h + dj_1Ci_j+h+l + . . . + dlCi+h-1 = 
-Ci+h h= 132y.e.7 s + Y - i has a solution, or, which amounts to the same thing, if and only if the 
ranks of matrices M4,,.(i,j) and MS,,(i,j) coincide. 0 
4. Staired blocks 
4.1. Staired block RI: dejinition and properties 
The preceding results suggest we may give the following definition associated with the series (1). 
Definition 5. For any nonnegative integers i, j, let Tl (i, j) = rank(M1 (i, j)). We will display these 
quantities in an infinite two-dimensional table, Table 1, where i and j serve to enumerate the columns 
and the rows, respectively. 
Definition 6. We define the staired block Rl to be the following subset of N2: 
Rl = {(i,j)EN2/rank(Ml(g,h)) =rank(Ml(g + k,h + k)) for any k EN, g>i and h>j}. 
Although this set seems rather abstract, the meaning of “staired” becomes clear on observing 
Tables 1 in the appendix. 
Property 1. F(z) is a polynomial of degree p if and only if (p, 0) E Rl. 
Note that, from Proposition 1 and Theorem 2, (i, j) E Rl if and only if the approximants L[i/j]F(z) 
and R[i/j]F(z) exist and also if [i/jlF(z) E F(z). Take into account that I-‘F(z) is an element of 
{L[~lWz>) and W)~-’ is an element of {R[p/O],(z)}. 
Property 2. If rank(Ml(i - l,j))<rank(Ml(i,j)) then (i - l,j)$ Rl because L[i - l/j]F(z) does 
not exist and neither does R[i - l/j]F(z). 
Indeed, L[i - l/jlF(z) exists if and only if the ranks of Ml(i - 1, j) and M3(i - 1, j) are equal. 
Moreover, rank(M3(i - l,j))~rank(Ml(i,j)) given that Ml(i,j) is a submatrix of M3(i - 1, j). 
Hence, contrary to the hypothesis, rank@4 1 (i - 1, j)) 3 rank(M 1 (i, j)). 
Similarly, the conclusion is reached that R[i - l/jlF(z) does not exist. 
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Property 3. Ifrank(Ml(i,j)) =j m and (i,j) @ RI then F(z) # L[i/j]F(z). 
If L[i/j]F(z) exists, it is unique since rank(Ml(i,j)) = jm. From Theorem 1, R[i/j]F(~) exists. 
If L[i/j]F(z) = F(z) then (i,j) E Rl, which contradicts the hypothesis. 
Property 4. Let (i,j) E Rl such that (i- 1,j) 6 Rl and rank(Ml(i,j))=jm; then F(z) is not identical 
to any upproximant L[i - l/jlF(z), w h ere such an approximant exists. 
It L[i - l/j]F(Z) such that F(z) = L[i - l/jlF(z) exists, then rank(Ml(i - l,j))~rank(Ml(i,j)). 
Thus, rank(Ml(i - 1,j)) = jm which implies that L[i - l/j] F z is unique and hence R[i - l/jlF(z) ( ) 
exists. Since F(z)EL[i - l/j]~(z), we have F(z)_ [i - l/j]~(z) and hence (i - 1,j) E Rl, which 
contradicts the hypothesis. 
Property 5. If m = n and (0,j) E Rl then rank(A41(0, k)) = km for any k aj. 
If Cz, c;zi = (I + dlz + d2z2 + . 9 . + d,zP)-’ then I = (I + d,z + d2z2 + . . . + dPzp) (CE,, cizi). 
Thus, the coefficients dP, dP- ],. . . ,dl are defined in a unique way: dl = -cl, d2 = -d,c, - c2,. . . ,dP = 
-(d,-lcl +. - * + dlc,..-l + cp). Moreover, dpci + dp_lci+l +. *. + dlci+p_l + ci+p = 0 for i> 1. Hence, 
if (0,j) E Rl then rank(Ml(O,j)) = jm. Note that if 0 < p < k, F(z) = (I + alz + u2z2 + . . . + akzk)-’ 
implies 
di, Odidp, 
Ui = 
0, p<idk. 
4.2. Staired block R2,,: de$nition and properties 
Definition 7. Given (s,Y) E Rl, for integer i, j, such that 0 di <s and 0 <j dr, let T2,,(i,j) = 0, if 
mnk(M%,(i,j)) = rank(ML(i,j)), or T2,,(i,j) = 1, otherwise. We will display these quantities in a 
finite two-dimensional table, Table 2, which has s + 1 columns and r + 1 rows. 
Definition 8. We denote as a staired block R2,,, with (s, r) E Rl, the following subset of N2: 
R2,, = {(i,j) E N2/0dids, Odjdr and rank(A44,,(i,j)) = rank(M5,,(i,j))}. 
Examples in the appendix illustrate staired blocks R2,,. 
The following properties are trivial from Theorem 3. 
Property 6. R2,, E R2,+h,,+k for any h and k E N. 
Property 7. If (h, g) E R2,, then (a, b) E R2, f or any a and b such that hda<s and g<b<r. 
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Property 8. If h <s, g < r and (h, g) $ R2,, then (a, b) 6 R2,, for any a and b, 0 <a < h and 
O<b<g. 
Property 9. If i bs and j d Y, (i, j) is a pair of m.d. if and only if (i, j) E R2,,, (i - 1, j) $! R2,, and 
(i, j - 1) 6 R2,,. 
4.3. Staired block R2j?: deJinition and properties 
Definition 9. Given i E { 1, . . . , m} and (s, r)ER 1, for integer h, g, 0 d h d s and 0 d g d r, let r2$)( h, g) 
= 0, if rank(M4,,(h,g)) = rank(A45$(h,g)), or T2iL)(h, g) = 1, otherwise. We will display these 
quantities in a finite two-dimensional table, Table 2(j), which has s + 1 columns and r + 1 rows. 
Definition 10. Given i E { 1,. . . , m}, we denote as a staired block R2:;), with (s,r) E RI, the following 
subset of N2: 
R2$‘= {(h,g)EN2/0<hds, O<g<r and rank(M4,,( h, g )) = rank(M5$)( h, g))} 
where A45(‘)(h g) = ST , I%’ ‘I; # # i] andc,(‘)istheithrowofc,. 
Example Al in the appendix illustrates staired blocks R2$). 
Given iE{l,... , m}, the following properties are trivial from Theorem 3. 
Property 10. R2(‘) C R2”’ ST - s+k,r+h for any h and k EN. 
Property 11. If (h, g) E R25? then (a, b) E R2$;) for any a and b such that h <a 6 s and g <b < r. 
Property 12. If h ds, g <r and (h, g) 6 R2::) then (a, b) 6 R2:;) for any a and b, 0 <a < h and 
O<b<g. 
Property 13. If h(‘) <s and gci) d r, (h(‘), 9”)) is a pair of row m. d. of the row i if and only if 
(h(‘), g(j)) E R2$), (h(‘) - 1, 9”)) $Z R2j? and (h(‘), gci) - 1) 6 R2$). 
Property 14. ny=‘=, R2(‘) = R2 ST ST, 
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5. Resulting tables 
We will now relate the concepts to the results and properties given above and will propose 
applications for them. 
5.1. Table 1: rationality, minimality and uniqueness 
To begin with, we can propose a method, using Table 1, to determine whether or not a matrix 
series stems from a rational function. This can be set out as follows. 
5.1.1. Rationality 
F(z) is rational if and only if in the bottom right part of Table 1 we can mark at least one NW-SE 
diagonal of infinite size where all its boxes have the same value (taking into account Corollary 1, 
such diagonal could be, for instance, (i + k, j + k) for any k E N, i >,s and j 2 r). It is important to 
state that, taking into account Proposition 1 and Theorem 2, there are several such diagonals, with 
their union coinciding with Rl. Note that, within Rl, boxes of different diagonals can have different 
values. 
In practice, the Table 1 that we can construct is “finite”. However, in some applications where 
a rule for the formation of the coefficients of the series F(z) is known, certain relations between 
the matrices that define the elements of Table 1 can help validate the properties to an infinite size 
[6]. Otherwise, we can only say the available coefficients of F(z) coincide with the coefficients of 
a rational function of certain degrees. 
5.1.2. Minimality: minimum degrees 
The boxes (i, j) such that Tl(i, j) E Rl, Tl(i - 1, j) @ RI and Tl(i, j - 1) 4 Rl are called comers 
of Rl. In particular situations, we can say that a corner of Rl corresponds with a pair of m.d., for 
instance: 
From Property 1. A box in row 0 corresponds with a pair of m.d. if and only if it is a corner 
of Rl. 
From Property 2. If T l(i - 1, j) < Tl (i,j) then (i - u, j - u) is not a pair of m.d. for any U, u such 
that 1 <u<i and O<v<j. 
From Property 3. If T 1 (i,j) = jm and (i, j) $! Rl then (i - u, j - u) is not a pair of m.d. for any 
u,u such that O<u<i and O<u<j. 
From Property 4. If (i, j) E Rl, (i - 1, j) $ Rl and Tl(i, j) = jm then (i - u, j - u) is not a pair of 
m.d. for any U, u such that ldu<i and Odv<j. 
From Property 5. If m = n, (0, j) E Rl and (0, j - 1) 6 Rl if and only if (0, j) is a pair of m.d. 
Ofcourse, if(i,j)ERl, (i-u,j)$Rl, (i,j-u)$!Rl,foranyu, usuchthat l<u<iand l<u<j, 
and they are not pairs of m.d., then (i, j) is a pair of m.d. 
5.1.3. Uniqueness 
In some particular cases, the three defined uniqueness types can be studied through Table 1. 
If Tl(h,g) = Tl(h + 1,g + 1) then the approximant L[h/g]F(z) is unique. 
If m = n and Tl(h,g) = mg then the approximant L[h/g]F(z) is unique. 
If L[h/g]F(z) exists, its representation is unique if and only if T 1 (h, g) = mg. In particular: 
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If m = n, the representation of L[h/g]F( z ) is unique if and only if Tl(h, g) = mg. 
If (h, g) E Rl, the representation of L[h/g]F(z) is unique if and only if Tl (h, g) = mg. 
If (h, g) E Rl , the representation of F(z) for degrees (h, g) is unique if and only if Tl(h, g) = mg. 
5.2. Table 2: minimum degrees and uniqueness 
Theorem 2 assures us that there are (and we can find) certain degrees Y and s associated to two 
pairs of matrix polynomials which represent the function in rational form, in the two possibilities, 
namely, with the inverted polynomial of degree r, multiplied to the right, or left. However, it may 
be that Y and s are not m.d. for representing F(z) since, as was mentioned; there are cases in which, 
for instance, the function is identical to an approximant L[i/j]F(z) but the approximant R[i/j]F(z) 
does not exist; in this case, rank(Ml(i,j)) # rank(M1 (i + 1,j + 1)) and thus Table 1 would not 
provide information concerning the left side approximant. For this reason, and as a consequence 
of Theorem 3, we present Table 2, whose structure reflects the possible combinations of m.d. for 
representing F(z). 
From Properties 7 and 8, the computation of Table 2 can be notably simplified. 
From Property 9. F(z) is a rational function identical to L[q/p]F(z) where q and p are m.d., q <s 
and p < r, if and only if, T2,,.(q, p) = 0, T2,,(q - 1, p) = 1 and T2,,.(q, p - 1) = 1, that is, (q, p) is 
a corner of R2,,. 
In addition, the third type of uniqueness can be inferred from Table 2, bearing in mind that: 
The left representation of F(z) for degrees (h, g) is unique if and only if, given (s, r) E Rl such 
that (h, s) E R2,,, rank(M$,(h, g)) = mg. This is because mg is the number of scalar unknowns of 
each of the m systems, corresponding to the m rows of the denominator, containing: 
d&h-g+i + dg- 1 Ch--g+i+l + . . . + dlCh+i-1 = -ch+i, i= 1,2,...,s+r-h 
whose associated matrix is M4,,.(h,g), in each case. 
Remember that, if (h, g) E RI this type of uniqueness can be studied directly in Table 1, as was 
indicated in Section 5.1.3. 
However, if (q, p) E R2,, and rank(M4,,(q, p)) = k < pm then the representation of F(z) for the 
degrees (q, p) is not unique. Note that each row i E { 1,. . . , m} of the system: 
G&d,- 1 . . . dl )M4,,(q, p) = (cq+lcq+Z . . . c,+,) can be written as 
(c$“d;“, . . . d;“)M4,(q, p) = (c$ . . . c$). (4) 
Due to the fact that (4) has f = pm - k free coefficients, from M4,,(q, p), we can take f rows 
that depend on the other k linearly independent rows. Let il, i2, . . . , ir be such rows. Then, in certain 
applications, it is interesting 3 to define a “canonical” unique representation of F(z) for (q, p), for 
instance, we can define one which is obtained by setting the columns il, i2,. . . , if of the mx(pm) 
matrix (d,d,_, . . . d, ) equal to zero. 
3 It is well known that knowing the order is not sufficient in specifying a vector model. Then “canonical” representations 
are necessary to estimate the parameters of a rational model. In VARMA models, the “echelon” form is an example [5]. 
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5.3. Table 2(‘): row minimum degrees 
From Property 13. F(z) is a rational function where qci) and p(j) are m.d. of the i row, qti) 6s 
and pci) <Y, if and only if, 
T2j;)(qW, p(i)) = 0, T2j;l(qW - 1, #‘) # 0 and T2$‘(q”‘, pci) - 1) # 0, 
that is, (q(‘), p(‘)) is a corner of R2$. 
6. An application: the series R-k (A special case in connection with multivariate time series) 
Given Z E Ckxk positive-definite self-adjoint, let 12(C kxk, C) be the Hilbert space of sequences 
whose elements belong to the space Ckxk of square matrices. If {aj}jEN, {bj}jEN E 12(Ckxk,C), the 
inner product is defined to be ({ai}, {bj}) = c,EO ajZbT (b* denotes the adjoint matrix of b). 
Let W(z) = Cr, wiz’ be a matrix formal power series such that {w}iEN E 12( Ckxk, C) and ~0 is 
invertible. Considering Wj = 0 if j < 0, we define rh = x,za WjZW,Th for any integer h. 
PrOpeIQ 15. rh = rzh for any integer h. 
Given any integer k, let 4 R-k(z) = c,zo r-k+jzj. 
Proposition 2. W(z) E {L[q/p]w(z>} if and only if R-Jz) E {L[q + plpl~_,,(z)}. 
Proof. To prove this proposition we will use as our basis the following three facts: 
(1) W(Z)E {L[q/p]w(z)} if and only if there exist ap,ap_l,...,al E Ckxk such that 
aPwf + a~-lWf+l + . . . + alwf+,-l + w~+~ = 0 for any f>q - p + 1. 
(2) R_Jz) E {L[q + p/~]~_,,(z)} if and only if there exist dp,dp_,,. . . ,d, E Ckxk such that 
dprf+dp--lrf+l +...+dlrf+p-l +rYfp=o for any f>q- p+ 1. 
4 For instance, in VARh4A models W(z) could be the infinite VMA representation where z is the backshift operator 
and rk could be the covariance matrix of the k lag. 
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(3) 
dprf + d,-lr/-+l + . . ’ + dlrf+p-l + rf+p 
= E (dpy+f + dp-,y+f+, + . . . + d,y+f+p-, + y+f+p)cy*. 
j=O 
“j”: If W(Z)E{L[q/p]~(Z)}, then ~,~o(d~wj+f+dp-lWj+~+l+...+dlWj+f.+p_l+Wj+~+p)CWj* =O 
for any f>q--p+ 1, taking ai=di (i=l,..., P). From (3), &(z) E {L[q + p/plR_,~(z)}. 
“+“: From (2), 
dprS+dp-lrS+l +.+.+d~r,+,-1 +r,+,=O for any s>q- p+ 1. 
From (3) and denoting Aj+s =dpwj+, + dp-lwj+,+l + * * + + dlwj+,+p-1 + w~+~+~, 
FAj+,Zw,F =O for any s>q - p+ 1, 
j=O 
hence 
(A,-,+I A-p+2 ...I (‘” $7 a. :::) =(O o . ..)_ 
Taking into account that C and ~0 are invertible, this system has a unique solution, A, = 0 for any 
s>,q - p + 1, i.e., dPws + dP--lws+l + . . . + dlws+,_l + w,+~ = 0 for any s b q - p + 1. Hence, taking 
ai=di (i= l,..., P>, from (11, Wz)E ~Lbdpld4). ??
Corollary 2. W(z) E {L[h/g]w(z)} if and only if R-k(z) E {L[h + k/g]R_I(z)}, h + k >g - 1 and 
h+k30. 
Corollary 3. If h 2g - 1, W(z) E {L[h/gl~(z>} if and only $Ro(z) E {L[h/sl~,(z>}. 
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Corollary 4. Given k 2 p - 1, if R-k(z) E {L[k/p]R_, (2)) th en , f or any nonnegative integer h and g, 
W(z) E {L[h/gl&)} if and only if R--k(z) E fL[h + k/glR_r(z)). 
As a consequence of the previous results, we can construct Tables 1, 2 and 2(‘) (i = 1,. . . , m) and 
study rationality, minimality and uniqueness from either series, 5 W(z) and R-k(z) given k. Due to 
the fact that there is a difference in the degrees of the numerators, in the tables the staired blocks 
associated with R_+(z) are situated k boxes to the right or to the left, if k >O or k <O, respectively, 
with regard to the blocks for W(z). To resolve this situation, we give the following definitions: 
Definition 11. 6 
- 
R1(R_k) = {(h,g) E N2/(h + k,g) E Rl(R-k)}. 
Definition 12. For any (a, b) E Rl(R_k) fl Rl( W), where k 9 0, 
- 
R2ab(R-k) = {(h, g) E N2/(h + k, g) E R2,+k,b(R-k)} 
and ?$bl,‘(R_k) = {(A, g) E N2/(h + k, g) E R2tik,,(R_k)} for each i E { 1,. . . , m}. From corollary 2 we 
have the following identities. 
- 
Corollary 5. R2ab(R-k) = R2,b( w) and a02(R_k) = R2!2( W) for each i E { 1,. . . , m}. 
Example A2 shows that m(R_k) is not necessarily equal to Rl( W). 
Appendix 
Due to the properties of set R 1, in certain situations Table 1 provides sufficient information to 
enable us to know which are the m.d. and hence there is no need to resort to Table 2. We will 
calculate the second table only where necessary. 
Example Al. F(z)=( i x)+( i i)z+( / i)z 2. Taking into account Table 1, F(z) - [2/OlF(z). 
As Table 2 indicates, the only pairs of m.d. for F(z) are (0,2), (1,1) and (2,O). Each behaves 
differently as regards uniqueness. Any approximant L[i/j]F(z) for i 22 and j>O is unique because 
(i,j) E RI for i 22 and j 20. The representation of L[2/O]~(z) . IS unique and hence the left repre- 
sentation of F(z) for the pair (2,O) is also unique. The representation of L[l/l]~(z) is not unique 
(T1(1,1)#3). Note that the elements of {L[l/l]F(z)} are represented generically as follows: 
5 Taking into account multivariate time series, for instance VARMA models, this is equivalent to characterising these 
models from either series, the series of autocovariance and the series of infinite VMA. 
6 Due to the fact we have two different series, we include between parenthesis the series which is associated with the 
staired block. 
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Of all these, only one coincides with the function F(z); this is when b = f = - 1 and d = 0. Since 
the parameters a, c and e remain free, the left representation of F(z) for (1,1) is not unique. 
The representation of L[O/2] F z ( ) is not unique (T1(0,2)#6). Note that the elements of {L[O/2],(z)} 
are represented generically as follows: 
(z+(!i i x)z+(l> i i)zz’(i H). 
Of these only one coincides with F(z), namely when a = b = c = e = f = 1 and d = 0. Hence, the 
left representation of F(z) for (0,2) is unique (take into account that rank(M4,,(0,2)) = 6). 
Concerning row m.d., we have Tables 2(l), 2(2) and 2(3). 
Hence, the row m.d. are (2,0), (1,1) and (0,2), for the first and third rows, and (1,0) and (0, 1 ), 
for the second one. Note that Property 14 is verified: nf=, R2Fi = R225. 
Example A2. Let 
Table 3 shows Table 1 of W(z). Concerning m.d. of W(z), with this table we only can say that, 
from Property 1, (3,O) is a pair of m.d. and, from Property 3 (0,j) for j = 0,. . . ,5 are not m.d. 
Considering 
4 1 
C= ( ) 1 1 ’ 
Ro(z)=( ‘.;’ l.:,) + (016 1) ‘+ ( “i5 ‘,‘) “+ (l.p,, O.u,,) z3* 
Tables 4 and 5 show Tables 1 and 2 of Ro(z), respectively. Note that, in this example, Rl( W) Cn(R,). - 
Moreover, from Corollary 2, Rl(Ro) = n(R_+),k 2 -1. From Corollary 5, R2,,.( W) = R2,(R_k), 
s 2 3 and Y > 0. In particular, for k=O and (s,Y) = (3,5), Table 2 indicates W(z) E {L[2/1]W(z)} 
and WE {[3/%4z>), or equivalently, R--k(z) E {L[2 + k/l],_,(z)} and R-k(z) E {L[3 + k/O],_,(z)} 
for any k > - 1. 
Table 3 
Table I of W(z) 
0 I 2 3 4 5 
0 0 0 0 
I 2 0 I 
2 4 3 2 
3 6 5 4 
4 8 7 6 
5 IO 9 7 
0 0 0 
I 0 0 
2 I 0 
3 2 1 
5 3 2 
7 5 3 
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Table 4 
Table I of Ro(z) 
0 I 2 3 4 5 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 2 I I I 0 0 
2 4 4 3 2 I 0 
3 6 6 5 3 2 I 
4 8 8 7 5 3 2 
5 IO IO 9 7 5 3 
Table 5 
Table 2 of R,)(z) 
0 I 2 3 
0 I I I 0 
I I I 0 0 
2 I I 0 0 
3 I I 0 0 
4 I I 0 0 
5 I I 0 0 
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